MILANA LESHINSKY
SIMPLICITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP COACH

AS FEATURED ON:

Milana is an entrepreneur, business strategist, and a marketing mentor to
coaches, authors, and speakers. She is the founder of Simplicity Circle, whose
mission is to help entrepreneurs succeed and grow, while keeping their business
simple. Milana is also the creator of the "Unique Marketing Personality"
assessment tool, inventor of telesummit, and the author of “Simplicity
Entrepreneurship: Escape Burnout, Find Flow, and Discover Your Shortest Path
to Profit”. Milana went from being a classical musician from the Soviet Ukraine to
building a 7-figure coaching business online in America. When she’s not
working on her business, she writes music and enjoys Latin ballroom dancing.
MILANA'S MOST POPULAR TOPICS:
"SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR DISCOVERED THE SECRET TO BEATING MARKETING OVERWHELM!"

If you feel frustrated and overwhelmed with your marketing, it's probably because
you're trying to market like everyone else. Understanding and embracing your
"Unique Marketing Personality" will help you understand exactly how to design
your marketing strategy for maximum results.
Value Add for the Audience: Discover the 4 different marketing personalities
and how to use them in your marketing strategy to skyrocket your results.
“SIMPLICITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP: PROFITS WITHOUT BURNOUT"

Milana shares her journey of walking away from a seven-figure business and
discovering simplicity entrepreneurship, a movement focused on growing a
business without stress, sacrifice, and chronic overwhelm.
Value Add for the Audience: Lessons learned to create a profitable business
that fits your life, plus 9 biggest traps entrepreneurs fall into that cause burnout.

“Milana, you’re such a
great guest! Podcast
hosts will be very lucky to
get you on their show!”

NANCY JUETTEN,
GET KNOWN GET PAID

“Milana has a very
genuine style and is
willing to be vulnerable
and open about what it

"INVENTOR OF TELESUMMIT REVEALS BIGGEST MISTAKES SUMMIT HOSTS MAKE"

As the inventor of telesummit, Milana teaches everything you need to know about
hosting profitable online summits. A virtual summit allows you to build your list,
become a celebrated expert, get into the big leagues, and accelerate your business
growth like no other marketing strategy - but only if you do it right!
Value Add for the Audience: 5 simple steps to create a highly successful
summit and the biggest mistakes summit leaders make that cost them cash,
clients, and reputation!

takes to have a successful
business. We need more
of this kind of truthful
speaker in the
entrepreneurial world.”
ELENA ESTANOL,
IGNITE YOUR
LUMINESCENT LIFE

CONTACT INFO
WWW.SIMPLICITYCIRCLE.COM
MILANALESHINSKY@GMAIL.COM
717-385-8222

